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Abstract
The purpose of a textual database is to store textual documents. These documents have not only textual contents, but also structure. Many traditional text database systems have focused only on querying by
contents or by structure. Recently, a number of models
integrating both types of queries have appeared. We
argue in favor of that integration, and focus our attention on these recent models, covering a representative
sampling of the proposals in the eld. We pay special
attention to the tradeo s between expressiveness and
eciency, showing the compromises taken by the models. We argue in favor of achieving a good compromise,
since being weak in any of these two aspects makes the
model useless for many applications.

1 Introduction
Textual databases are deserving more and more attention, due to their multiple applications: libraries, oce
automation, software engineering, automated dictionaries and encyclopedias, and in general any problem based
on storing and retrieving textual information [20].
The purpose of a textual database is to store text documents, structured or not. A textual database is composed of two parts: content and structure (if present).
The content is the text itself; the structure relates different parts of the database by some criterion.
Any information model for a text database should comprise three parts: text, structure, and query language.
It must specify how the text is seen (i.e. character set,
synonyms, stopwords, hidden portions, etc.), the structuring mechanism (i.e. markup, index structure, type
of structuring, etc.), and the query language (i.e. what
things can be asked, what the answers are, etc.).
The major challenge of any system related to information retrieval is to help its users to nd what they
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need. Textual databases are not as relational databases
[16], in which the information is already formatted and
meant to be retrieved by a \key". In this case, the information is there, but there is no easy way to extract
it. The user must specify what he/she wants, see the
results, then reformulate the query, and so on, until is
satis ed with the answer. Anything that helps users to
nd what they want is worth considering.
Traditionally, textual databases have allowed to search
their contents (words, phrases, etc.) or their structure
(e.g. by navigating through a table of contents), but
not both at the same time. Recently, many models have
appeared that allow mixing both types of queries.
Mixing contents and structure in queries allows to pose
very powerful queries, being much more expressive than
each mechanism by itself. By using a query language
that integrates both types of queries, the retrieval quality of textual databases can be potentiated.
Because of this, we see these models as an evolution
from the classical ones. Suppose, for example, a typical
situation of \visual memory": a user remembers that
what he/she wants was typed in italics, short before
a gure that said something about \earth". Searching
for the word \earth" may not be a good idea, as well
as searching all gures or all the text in italics. What
really would help is a language in which we can say \I
want a text on italics, near a gure containing the word
`earth' ". This query mixes content and structure of the
database, and only new models can handle it.
This work studies this new kind of models. They are
not in general as mature as the classical ones. Not only
they lack the long process of testing and maturing that
traditional models have enjoyed, but also many of them
are primitive as software systems, having been implemented mainly as research prototypes. However, the
promise they represent in terms of new query facilities
and the challenges they pose are so exciting that they
deserve a serious study.
On one hand, the \content" of the database is not formatted, but in natural language form. This means that
no traditional model relying on formatted data (e.g. the

relational model) or assuming uninterpreted data objects and relying only on their (formatted) attributes
(e.g. multimedia databases [4]) is powerful enough to
represent the wealth of information contained in the text. The information has to be extracted from the text,
but not in a rigid way (see also [38]).
On the other hand, there is no consensus on how the
structuring model of a database should be. There are a
number of possible models, ranging from no structuring
at all to complex interrelation networks. Deciding to use
a structuring model involves choosing also what kind of
queries about structure can be posed.
Finally, there is no consensus on how powerful a model
should be. The more powerful the model, the less efciently it can be implemented. We are going to pay
special attention to this expressiveness/eciency tradeo , since being weak in any of these two aspects makes
the model impractical for many applications.
The purpose of this work is thus to analyze how the
problem of mixing content and structure is addressed
in the new models, to compare and classify di erent
approaches, and to discuss their good and bad points.
We do not discuss how this aspect should be included
in a full model, nor suitable end-user interfaces.
See [31] for another survey, which studies a number of
approaches to structured text retrieval. That study is
broader, since it also covers indexing and editing aspects, but its focus on data models and query languages is
not so deep as ours. Moreover, we only share two of all
the models under study.
Throughout this work, we use the term \match" or
\match point" to mean a position of the text that
matches a searched word or pattern. A \region", \area"
or \segment" is a contiguous portion of the text. A \node" is a structural component (e.g. a chapter), and it
normally is associated with a text area.
This work is organized as follows. In section 2, we review traditional approaches, showing why they do not
serve our purposes. In section 3, we analyze a representative sampling of the new proposals. In section 4, we
compare the models and discuss their tradeo s. Finally,
in section 5 we draw our conclusions.

The Relational Model [16] expresses the relationships present in a database by a xed structure of tables,
in which the data is organized. By developing an ecient and versatile set of operators to manipulate those
tables, this model has been successfully applied to a
wide range of information management problems.
However, this model is not suitable for expressing the
fuzzy, complex and highly variable structuring present
in a textual database [22, 27], not to mention the extraction of information from contents.
Some proposals for integrating the relational model with
a textual query language can be found in [42] and TDM [18]. There are also commercial products, such as
Oracle SQL*TextRetrieval. However, those embedded
systems do not have the best possible performance, since the text is usually stored together with other type
of data.
The Traditional IR Model [40, 41] was the rst

in recognizing the particular information requirements
posed by text, and the need to create a model oriented
to it. In this model, a database is organized as a set of
documents, which are assigned keywords, that is, words or phrases meant to describe the semantic contents
of the document. Queries are in terms of those keywords, and by examining the correlation between the
words of the query and the keywords of the document,
the relevance of the document for that query is established. Therefore, the answer to the query consists of a
sequence of documents (ranked according to the computed relevance). There are many variations on this
topic, for example the boolean, the probabilistic, or the
vector model. [20, chapters 11, 12, 14 and 15].
In some cases, we can also query on contents. The only
structure allowed on the content consists of non-nested,
non-overlapped \ elds", regions which cover the whole
document. Those elds can only be used to restrict the
areas in which match points are to be found.
The problem with this approach is that although it does
a very good job in capturing the contents of documents,
their ne structure is lost, since they are seen as \black
boxes" whose only description are their keywords, their
(restricted) elds and their content.

The Full Text Model queries only by contents. A

query is a pattern, which is searched in the whole
database. The answers are the match points and the
documents containing them [20, chapter 10]. This
search may not use indexes, in which case it has to traThis section brie y presents the classical approaches verse the whole text database; or it may use some kind
to textual information retrieval (IR). By \classical" we of index (e.g. inverted les [20, chapter 3], signature
mean that they do not integrate content and structure les [20, chapter 4], sux or PAT arrays [20, chapter
in queries. However, they address other problems that 5] and [34], etc.). The problem of this model is that it
the new models do not solve in general (e.g. tuples is not possible to query on the structure of documents.
and joins, relevance ranking, and implementation issues Most commercial products combine full text retrieval
such as security, fault-tolerance and concurrency).
with the IR model (e.g. Fulcrum, Topic, BRS, etc.).

2 Traditional Approaches

Hypertext [12] organizes the database as a graph retrieve elds containing some match point. Since it is

where nodes are small portions of the database and
edges connect nodes related by some design criterion.
In this case, the idea is not to use querying but to navigate through the edges. Edges may not only express
associations by semantic similarity, but also the structure of the text, cross references, etc. Hypertexts model
query by structure well, but not by content; moreover,
not always a navigational approach is acceptable. Recently, some models combining a semantic network [24]
with structured text have appeared [43], resulting in a
hypertext with some facilities to query on the text and
its structure.
Related to this we can mention also graph query languages [13] and object-oriented databases [29]. Some
attempts have been made to integrate structured text searching into object-oriented databases (e.g. [9]),
which generally result in expressing the structure as
a (hierarchical) network, linked by part-of attributes.
Queries are translated into path expressions in the general language of the database. This approach is powerful but inecient, since it does not fully consider the
semantics of inclusion [14].

3 Novel Models
We present a sample of novel models, which cover different approaches to integrate queries on content and
structure in a uniform syntax. This analysis is summarized in Table 1.
The other models studied in [31] are TDM [18] (already
mentioned as integrating the relational model with a
textual query language), TOMS [17] (a more navigational variation of Lists of References, see later), an old
version of Overlapped Lists (see later), MdF (a purelytheoretical model) and others not oriented to querying
but to organizing the database, structured editing, etc.
(the Bayan system, MAESTRO, Grif and MULTOS).

3.1 A Hybrid Model
Perhaps one of the simplest approaches is [2], which
has been partially implemented in SearchCity [1]. The
model sees the database as composed of a set of documents (or les, if no structure is de ned), which may
have elds. Those elds need not to fully cover the text,
and can nest and overlap.
The query language is an algebra over pairs (
),
where is a set of documents and is a set of match
points in those documents. There are a number of operations to obtain match points: pre x search, proximity,
etc. There are operations for union, intersection, difference and complement of both documents and match
points; to restrict matches to only some elds, and to
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M

not possible to determine whether a eld is included in
other (except under certain assumptions on the hierarchy) we say that the model is \ at", and since it is not
possible to make certain compositions of expressions involving elds, we say that it is not \compositional".
This model is more expressive than traditional ones,
mixing the best of classical IR and full text retrieval,
making a rst incursion on the problem of mixing
queries on structure and contents. This model can be
implemented very eciently, thanks to its simplicity.

3.2 PAT Expressions
This model [39] has been implemented in the PAT Text Searching System [19]. The only index is on match
points, there is no indexing on structure. For that purpose, the language allows dynamic de nition of structures, based on match point expressions for the beginning and end of regions. It also allows to use externally
computed regions. Although the dynamic de nition approach is exible, it relies on speci c markup requirements: it must be possible to de ne regions by simple expressions on match points. For example, it does
not allow to recognize the structure of C code. This
model has been applied successfully to the computerization of the Oxford English Dictionary (the OED project
[3, 21]), because it uses an SGML-like markup.
Structures can have substructures of other type; this
fact is not explicit, but derived from the inclusion relationship between regions. Recursive structures (e.g.
sections having other sections inside) are not allowed,
each structure owns a set of non-overlapping areas of the
text. When an operation (e.g. union) results in overlapping regions, only their start points are taken. Thus,
the algebra mixes points and regions. This causes a lot
of trouble and lack of orthogonality and compositionality in the language, as is pointed out in [39]. Sometimes,
it is even impossible to determine statically whether an
an expression will yield points or regions (e.g. set union
and di erence, and \followed by").
Although it is not supposed to depend on the underlying
implementation of the index, the operations de ned on
the text are oriented to the use of a PAT array [20,
chapter 5]. Indeed, some operations are included mainly
because they are easy to implement with a PAT array,
although, as it is pointed out in [39], they are rarely
used and dicult to grasp and even to specify (e.g. the
longest repeated string).
Despite these drawbacks, the model is a good example
of structuring and querying documents by mixing content and structure. What is most important, since all
operations are based on the PAT array, they are extremely fast. Operations on areas are also fast, since
they are non-overlapping and non-recursive. Thus, it
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[2]
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of regions, by pattern
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are at. Can express
PAT Expressions matching. Each region
and regions. Has set
inclusion, set manip[39]
is a at list of
manipulation operations.
ulation and some very
disjoint segments.
Expresses distances.
specialized operations.
A set of regions,
Not speci ed. Words and
Results can overlap,
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each one a at
regions are seen in a
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uniform way, by an inverted express inclusion, union
overlapping segments.
list metaphor.
and combinations.
A single hierarchy
Text queries can only be
Results are at and from
Lists of References
with attributes in
used to restrict other
the same constructor. Can
[33]
nodes and hypertext
queries.
express inclusions,
links.
complex context conditions
and set manipulation.
A set of disjoint
Text is a special view.
Can express inclusion,
strict trees (views),
Text queries are leaves
positions, direct and
Views can overlap.
of query syntax trees.
transitive relations,
Nodes cannot be
Text content is accessed
and set manipulation.
Proximal Nodes
dissociated from
only in matching subCan express complex
[37]
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queries, thereafter it is
context conditions if
seen just as segments.
they involve proximal
There are powerful disnodes.
tance operators, and
special set operators for
text.
A single tree, with
Not speci ed, orthogonal
Powerful tree pattern
strict hierarchy.
to the model. It can
matching language. Can
No more
only be used to restrict
distinguish order but
restrictions.
sets of nodes of the tree
not positions nor dirTree Matching
(leaves of patterns).
ect relationships. Can
[27]
Weak link between
express equality between
content and structure.
di erent parts of a
structure, by using
logical variables. Set
manipulation features
via logical connectives.
Table 1: Features of novel models.

achieves high eciency at the cost of some restrictions,
which are reasonable for some applications.

3.3 Overlapped Lists
A recent work with some resemblance to PAT Expressions is [10, 11], an evolution from an older idea [6, 7].
The original idea was to have at lists of disjoint segments, originated by textual searches or by \regions"
like chapters, for example. Both searches were uni ed
by using an extension of inverted lists [20, chapter 3],
where areas were indexed the same way as words. The
operations were simple: select regions (not) containing
other regions; select regions (not) contained in other
regions; select a given region or word; and other operations closer to traditional IR (e.g. relevance ranking).
This new work enhances the algebra with overlapping
capabilities, some new operators and a framework for an
implementation. With these enhancements, the model
becomes a reworking of PAT expressions that solves elegantly its semantic problems.
The new operators allow to perform set union, and to
combine areas. Combination means selecting the minimal text areas including two segments, for any two segments taken from two sets. A \followed by" operator
imposes the additional restriction that the rst segment
must be before the second one. An \ words" operator generates the set of all (overlapping) sequences of
words of the text.
These operations produce nested and overlapped results. The last ones are allowed, but nesting is avoided by
selecting the minimal segments from those that nest. It
is not clear whether this feature is good or not to capture the structural properties that information has in
practice.
The implementation relies in four primitives, that are
used to iterate on the operands to produce the result.
Since both the operands and the result can be linearly
ordered, the implementation can be very ecient.
n

n

3.4 Lists of References
In [33, 32], a model is proposed to achieve uniform definition and querying of structured databases, by means
of a common language. It is strongly based on SGML
[25], although the ideas are not dependent on it.
The language is somewhat outside the scope that we are
studying, since it does not only include data de nition
features, but also hypertext-like linkages and some operations closer to object-oriented databases (by allowing nodes to have attributes that can also be queried).
It also incorporates \external procedures" to the query
language, much as in object-oriented databases.

Although the structure of documents is hierarchical
(with only one strict hierarchy), answers to queries are
at (only the top-level elements qualify), and all elements must be from the same type (e.g. only sections,
or only paragraphs).
Answers to queries are seen as lists of \references". A
reference is a pointer to a region of the database. This
integrates in an elegant way answers to queries and hypertext links, since all are lists of references. The model
has also navigational features to traverse those lists.
This model is very powerful, and because of this, has
eciency problems in its implementation [33]. To make
the model suitable for our comparisons, we consider only the portion related to querying structures. Even this
portion is quite powerful, and allows to eciently solve
queries by rst locating the text matches and then ltering the candidates with the structural restrictions .

3.5 Proximal Nodes
In [35, 37] a model is proposed that nds a good compromise between expressiveness and eciency. It does
not de ne a speci c language, but a model in which
it is shown that a number of useful operators can be
included, while achieving good eciency.
Many independent structures can be de ned on the
same text, each one being a strict hierarchy, but allowing overlaps between areas delimited by di erent hierarchies (e.g. chapters/sections/paragraphs and
pages/lines).
A query can relate di erent hierarchies, but returns a
subset of the nodes of one of them only (i.e. nested
elements are allowed in the answers, but no overlaps).
Each node has an associated segment, the area of the
text it comprises. The segment of a node includes that
of its descendants. Text matching queries are modeled
as returning nodes from a special \text hierarchy".
The model speci es a fully compositional language with
three types of operators: (1) text pattern-matching; (2)
to retrieve structural components by name (e.g. all chapters); and (3) to combine other results. The main
idea behind the ecient evaluation of these operations
is a bottom-up approach, by rst searching the queries
on contents and then going up the structural part.
Two indices are used, for text and for structure, meant to eciently solve queries of type 1 and 2 without
traversing the whole database. To make operations of
type 3 ecient, only operations that relate \nearby"
nodes are allowed. Nearby nodes are those whose segments are more or less proximal. This way, the answer
is built by traversing both operands in synchronization,
leading in most cases to a constant amortized cost per
processed element.
It is shown that many useful operators t into this mod-

el: selecting elements that (directly or transitively) include or are included in others, that are included at a
given position (e.g. the third paragraph of each chapter), that are after or before others; union, intersection,
di erence; and many powerful variations. Operations
of type 1 form a separate text matching sublanguage,
which is independent of the model. In [36, 35], the expressiveness of this model is compared against others
and found competitive or superior to most of them.
The model can be eciently implemented, being linear
for most operations and in all practical cases (this is
supported by analysis and experimental results). The
time to solve a query is proportional to the sum of the
sizes of the intermediate results (and not the size of the
database). A lazy version is also studied, which behaves
better in some situations. This model is as ecient as
many others which are less expressive.

3.6 Tree Matching
In [26, 27] a model relying on a single primitive, tree
inclusion, is proposed. The idea of tree inclusion is, seeing both the structure of the database and the query (a
pattern on structure) as trees, to nd an embedding of
the pattern into the database which respects the hierarchical relationships between nodes of the pattern. The
approach is not meant to be comprehensive in expressiveness, but to study the properties of that primitive.
Two variants are studied. Ordered inclusion forces the
embedding to respect the left-to-right relations among
siblings in the pattern, while unordered inclusion does
not. The leaves of the pattern can be not only structural elements but also text patterns, meaning that the
ancestor of the leaf must contain that pattern.
Tree inclusion is a way to query on structural properties in which the user does not need to be aware of all
the details of the structure, but only on what he/she is
interested. This stands for \data independence".
Simple queries return the roots of the matches, and the
language is enriched by Prolog-like variables, which can
be used to express requirements on equality between
parts of the matched substructure, and to retrieve another part of the match, not only the root. Logical variables are also used for union and intersection of queries,
as well as emulate tuples and joins capabilities.
Although the language is set-oriented, the algorithms
work by sequentially obtaining each match. The use
of logical variables makes the problem intractable (NPhard in many cases), and even without them, unordered
tree inclusion is NP-complete. Ordered tree inclusion of
a pattern into a textual database takes (j jj j),
and (j j) if the structure is not recursive (i.e. no node
can be the ancestor of an equally labeled node). See
[26, 28] for the complexity study.
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3.7 Parsed Strings
This approach has also been used for the OED project
[3], but in di erent problems [22]. Those problems are
related to transforming a database, or to generating new
views by processing the data and structure. It has been
successfully applied to the Short OED (SOED) project
[5], for example, in which the goal is to extract a shorter
version from the original dictionary.
Since it has to be a data manipulation rather than a
plain query language, the approach is quite di erent
(and we left it aside in some comparisons). The language used to express a database schema is a contextfree grammar, that is, the database is structured by
giving a grammar to parse its text. The fundamental
data structure is the p-string, or parsed string, which is
composed of a derivation tree plus the underlying text. The parsing process implicitly comprises the work
of pattern-matching, there are no further operations to
express it. The language relies on the facilities of its
host language, Godel, based on Maple [8].
There are a number of powerful operations that can be
performed to manipulate parsed strings: they can be
reparsed by another grammar, some nonterminals can
be hidden, etc. With those operators, the job of taking
into account all the complex variations that appear in
the structure of the dictionary is simpli ed, although
not eliminated. The approach is extremely powerful,
and it is shown to be relationally complete.
The problem is eciency. Being such a dynamic approach, it is hard to implement eciently. In [5], we
can see that the operations are really slow, although
this was not a concern for the SOED project (since the
results had to be worked on further by human experts).
A formalization of a data manipulation model based on
grammars, quite similar to this approach, together with
a study of its expressiveness, can be found in [23].

4 A Taxonomy of Models
Our aim in this section is to analyze and discuss the
di erent approaches presented by the novel models, dividing this analysis in three parts: structuring power,
query language and eciency. We are going to pay special attention to the way in which decisions about expressiveness a ect the eciency that can be achieved.
Figure 1 presents a graphical version of the expressiveness analysis. The main desirable features are presented, and each model is represented as a set of the features
it reasonably supports. Recall that we only consider
part of Lists of References.
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of the expressiveness analysis.

4.1 Structuring Power

query it except under special conditions. The structural
elements are intended to limit pattern-matching queries.

Since there is no consensus on how to structure a textual
database, there is a wide variety of structuring mecha- Hierarchical: This is the most general case, although
nisms. We point out a number of relevant aspects here. many models deviate from this schema. For example,
PAT Expressions does not allow recursive structures.
Table 2 summarizes this analysis.
Some of them allow many independent hierarchies on
the same text (e.g. Proximal Nodes). Overlapped Lists
4.1.1 Type of Structure
allows overlaps in the structure.
This refers to the form of the structure allowed. For Network: There are no truly network models among
example, structure can be seen as a graph (e.g. hyper- those studied. Only Lists of References allows expresstext), as a tree, as a sequence of blocks (e.g. traditional ing nonhierarchical relationships, but this is to be used
IR), etc. The richer the structure, the more dicult to in the navigational portion of the language.
implement eciently.
Most of the new models use a hierarchic structure, 4.1.2 Implicit or Explicit Structure
where ancestorship is dictated by the inclusion relation
between structural elements. This is reasonable, since Some models rely on parsing or on markup to determine
the problem of designing a powerful and ecient query the structure of the text. That is, there is no a separate
language is hard even under this restriction. Moreover, hierarchy information, but the text itself encodes the
a hierarchical structure is enough for many application- structure.
s. Even when the structure must be a network, it is
normally not required to query on paths, but they are Each alternative has good and bad points. On one hand,
used in a navigational way. Because of this, a good rst models relying on markup are somewhat dependent on
step is to satisfactorily solve the problem under the hi- the encoding, since structures that cannot be representerarchical hypothesis, and then integrate this solution ed by the provided markup mechanism are forbidden
into a model that allows to specify graphs for navigation (e.g. it is dicult to have recursive structures). On
the other hand, the markup can easily express types of
(e.g. Lists of References).
structures that are not allowed in many models using
Flat: In this case, no structural element can contain an explicit structure, e.g. overlapping.
another. This is the case of the Hybrid Model, where Another important consideration relates to querying:
the inclusion is not forbidden, but it is not possible to while implicit structure models can be very simple and

Model

Type of
Implicit or
structure
explicit
Hybrid Model
Flat
Implicit
PAT
Hierarchy
Implicit
Expressions (not recursive)
Overlapped
Hierarchy
Implicit
Lists
(with overlaps)
Lists of
Hierarchy
Explicit
References
(and network) (single)
Proximal
Hierarchy
Explicit
Nodes
(multiple)
Tree
Hierarchy
Explicit
Matching
(single)
p-strings
Hierarchy
Explicit
(multiple)

Static or
dynamic
Static
Dynamic

Bound to

Answers

Text
Text

Flat
Flat

Dynamic

Text

Overlapped

Static

Structure

Static
Static

Flat (and of
the same type)
Intermediate
Nested
Structure

Dynamic Intermediate

Nested
Nested

Table 2: Analysis of structuring power.
ecient by translating structural queries into patternmatching expressions (thus unifying the implementation), explicit structure models can pose queries about
direct ancestorship (i.e. nodes that are direct parents
or children of others), and can discriminate ancestorship even when the nodes own exactly the same text
area (this happens frequently in parsing, when for example an isolated number is also a constant, a factor,
an additive expression, etc.).
Finally, implicit structure databases tend to be easier
to reindex.

ly oriented to manipulate structures, allowing to dynamically specify grammars to reparse the database.
Dynamic structure models allow easy reindexing, and
querying is normally fast too, while static structure
models cannot reindex very eciently. The advantage
of static structuring lies in its related feature: explicit
structuring. Of course the alternative of explicit and
dynamic structures cannot be eciently implemented.

Static: Hybrid Model, Lists of References, Proximal
Nodes and Tree Matching.

Implicit: PAT Expressions and Overlapped Lists rely Dynamic: Overlapped Lists, PAT Expressions and p-

on (SGML-like) markup. Overlapped Lists takes full strings.
advantage of the exibility allowed. The Hybrid Model
also uses markup to identify components.
4.1.4 Link Between Content and Structure
Explicit: The remaining models use explicit structur- This is a very important point, central to integrating
ing. Among them we can classify those allowing just both types of queries. Some models are biased towards
one or many hierarchies (since implicit structuring nat- one type of query, disregarding in part the other. We
urally allows to see the text in many ways):
classify models attending to how bounded they are to
Single: Tree Matching and Lists of References work text or to structure.
with a single hierarchy.
Being strongly text-bound allows an ecient implemenMultiple: Proximal Nodes and p-strings allow many tation, since all queries can be translated into a text
independent hierarchies, although only Proximal Nodes matching language, which can be eciently solved. The
problem is that many structural manipulations are forrelates the di erent views in a single query.
bidden (e.g. direct ancestorship). On the other hand,
being bound to structure does not involve any advan4.1.3 Static or Dynamic Structures
tage to eciency, but restricts the number of text manipulation features available to the language.
Some models work reasonably well only under the assumption that the structure is more or less static, while Strongly text-bound: These models normally put
others are more oriented to manipulation of dynamic the structure into the same text, that is, they use imstructures. Generally, implicit structure models allow plicit structure. All operations are translated into text
dynamic structures, and explicit structure models need operations. These models are PAT Expressions, Hybrid
static ones. The exception is p-strings, which is precise- Model and Overlapped Lists.

Strongly structure-bound: These models see the must be in uenced by the structuring model, the substructure as mostly separated from the text. The text
is used just to restrict matches in structure, but it is
not possible, for example, to retrieve text. These are
Tree Matching and Lists of References.

ject constitutes a wholly separate issue.
We analyze di erent aspects of a query language: text matching, set manipulation, inclusion relationships,
and distances. Being a data manipulation language, pstrings is be left aside from this analysis.
Intermediate: These models pay the same attention
to text and to structure, i.e. although the structure We summarize the main points of this subsection in
has separate identity and it is possible to manipulate it Table 3.
independently from the text, the text is also a rst-class
object: it can be retrieved and operated the same way as 4.2.1 Text Matching
structure nodes. These models are Proximal Nodes and
p-strings. In Proximal Nodes, the text forms a separate This aspect refers to what queries can be posed in the
hierarchy to which any text matching result is supposed model that refer purely to text pattern-matching. This
to belong, and thereafter it can be operated as any true is normally a wholly independent issue, and we left it
structural node.
aside from this study. We should say, however, that
the most powerful text pattern-matching languages are
those of PAT Expressions and the Hybrid Model. Some
4.1.5 Structure of Answers
models, such as Proximal Nodes, do not de ne the text
The structure allowed by the models for answers to matching sublanguage, being independent of it.
queries is not necessarily the same as that of the An important issue related to text matching has also
database. Some models allow just a \ at" set of answer- been mentioned when discussing structuring power, i.e.
how is the link between text and structure. This is
s, others nested, and yet others overlapped answers.
a question related to querying too. The support (or
Flat answers are clearly the less expressive ones. The the lack of it) for seeing the text as a rst-class entity
other two are formally not comparable, although each in uences also what the query language allows to do
application may nd one of them more suitable to its with text, although it does not determine it.
needs. On the other hand, all these schemas can be eciently implemented, although having both nested and We pay attention to what can be done with text regardoverlapped answers seems not suitable for an ecient ing each aspect we cover in this section.
implementation.
Having a di erent structure for the database and for 4.2.2 Set Manipulation
the results of operations is not desirable, since it limits
the compositionality (i.e. the ability to compose opera- All models are set-oriented. That means that answers
tions freely) and makes the semantics of the model more are sets of entities. The models with non-nested answers
complex. This is incidentally the case of the models that impose a linear ordering in the sets they manipulate.
The area of set manipulation refers to what can be done
return only at answers.
in each model to combine two sets of results, and under
what
restrictions. Most models can make set union,
Flat: PAT Expressions, Hybrid Model and Lists of Refintersection
and di erence of results, although each one
erences, although have a richer structure, allow only at
has
its
own
special
features.
answers. In Lists of References all nodes retrieved must
also be of the same type.
The Hybrid Model supports two kinds of set operations.
Since all answers include a set of documents and a set
Overlapped: Overlapped Lists allow overlapping an- of matches inside those documents, there are for the set
swers, coherently with its database structure.
of documents and others for the set of matches. This stands for full text support in set manipulation. Another
Nested: Proximal Nodes and Tree Matching, coherent- interesting feature is that it supports the \complement"
ly with their database structure, allow nested answers. operation on sets.
Since p-strings retrieves trees, one could say that it re- PAT Expressions allows union, intersection and di erturns \nested answers", although it is in fact a unique ence of results, and also a negated version for each selecanswer.
tion operator. Since the model has two types of answers
(match points and regions) the set operations must be
de
ned to operate in all cases. This forces a very com4.2 Query Language
plicated conversion semantics (e.g. to avoid a union of
The other expressiveness aspect under study is the regions resulting in overlapped answers).
query language o ered by the models. Although they Overlapped Lists solves this problem elegantly by al-

Model

Set
Inclusion
Distances
manipulation
relationships
Hybrid
Separate for text and
Restricted to
Only in matches
Model
documents. Complement
elds
PAT
Yes. Also negation
Including
Yes, distanceExpressions
of operations
and included
bound
Overlapped
Union and
Including and included,
Combination
Lists
combination
plus negations
and \ words"
Lists of
Yes, but only for nodes
Including and incNone
References
of the same type
luded. Restricted direct
Proximal
Yes (same hierarchy).
Including and
Both distanceNodes
A di erent set for
included. Direct and bound and minimal
nodes and for text
positional inclusion
Inside a given node
Tree
Yes, via logical
Tree patterns
None
Matching
connectives
+ variables
n

n

n

n

Table 3: Analysis of query languages.
lowing overlapped answers. However, since nesting is
not allowed, the minimal segment is selected whenever
a nesting results. Another interesting feature is a variant of union consisting on \combining" nodes instead of
taking both of them. The model does not specify any
intersection nor di erence operator.
Lists of References provides the three set operations on
results, but the operands must be all from the same type
(i.e. it is not possible to join chapters and gures). This
forces answers to be of only one type. Only structural
nodes can be operated, not text.
Proximal Nodes also provides the three set operations
on results. Since the results cannot overlap, only nodes
of the same hierarchy can be operated. This works for
all the normal hierarchies, but not for text, since it is
a special hierarchy in which overlaps are possible. To
operate text, a language is proposed that deals only
with text results, and interprets all set operations as if
the areas were sets of points. That is, text segments
lose their identity and are seen as sets of points that are
operated and converted into new segments.
Finally, Tree Matching does not provide set operations
explicitly, but through the logic language it is embedded
into. The \and" and \or" operations make the same
e ect as intersection and union of results (since the set
of results is generated one answer at a time, ala Prolog).
Negation is not provided. Only structural nodes can be
operated, not text.

The Hybrid Model has very restrictive inclusion operations. It only allows to restrict a text matching query to
occur inside a given eld type, and to retrieve all elds
(of a given type) containing a given text pattern. This
is the only usage of elds, and because of this we say
that the model is at. Observe also that is not fully
compositional, since there are no expressions returning
elds (the second type of query mentioned retrieves start points of elds, not elds).
PAT Expressions allows to select areas which include at
least areas of another set, and areas included in some
area of another set. Recall that there are also negated
versions of these operators (i.e. areas not included or
not including).
Overlapped Lists is quite the same, but the \including
" feature is not present. It is replaced by using combination operators (one of them already discussed).
Lists of References has complex inclusion operators, allowing to select nodes including elements of another
set, or included in a node of another set. It can also express direct ancestorship (although with some complex
restrictions). Finally, the only support provided for text
is to select nodes that include a given text pattern.
Proximal Nodes allows many kinds of inclusions. The
simplest one selects nodes containing at least nodes
of another set, or contained in some node of another
set. Those sets can be from di erent hierarchies. It
also allows \positional inclusion", i.e. to select the -th
element from those included in an element of another
set (e.g. the third paragraph of all chapters that have a
4.2.3 Inclusion Relationships
gure). The sets can also be from di erent hierarchies.
If
sets are from the same hierarchy, a third type
Inclusion relationships refers to selecting nodes which of two
inclusion
makes sense: direct ancestorship. It can
are included or include others. Although all models select nodes that
are parents in the structure of at least
provide some kind of selection by inclusion, they greatly
nodes
of
another
set, and nodes that are children of a
di er in the details.
n

n

n

n

i

n

node of another set. -th children can also be selected.
Tree Matching has all its power in inclusion expressions. It does not use operators such as \included in" or
\including", but uses \tree patterns" that must be embedded into the tree of the database structure to nd
the answers. The answers are the roots of the matches,
but logical variables can be used to extract other elements of the embedding. This is also the place where
text is included in the model: it is possible to select nodes containing a given text pattern. Two variants
of the model are presented, di ering in whether they
respect or not the ordering among siblings of the query.
i

4.3 Query Time Complexity
In order to make a fair comparison between models, not
only their expressiveness must be taken into account,
but also how eciently can the di erent features be
implemented.
Since it is not easy to know precise details of the efciency of a model, we use the order of the involved
algorithms. We do not consider indexing times, since it
can always be done in reasonable time and querying is
more frequent.
From the description of the implementation of the different models, we classify them according to querying
times. We measure the eciency of a query as a function of , the total size of intermediate results, except
otherwise speci ed. Observe that is normally much
less than the size of the whole database (this is so because most models manage to avoid traversing the whole
database to search their candidate results).
n

n

4.2.4 Distances
This aspect refers to what restrictions can be expressed
regarding the distance between elements in the text.
Some models are quite poor in this aspect, which is
very important in practice.
The Hybrid Model has distance operations, although
they are part of the pattern-matching sublanguage. No
distance restrictions can be expressed outside it.
PAT Expressions allows to combine results by selecting
elements from a set which are near (or only short before)
some element of another set. The distance is measured
from start point to start point, which is not the ideal.
Overlapped Lists has another combination operation,
\followed by", which combine nodes of one set with nodes of another set that follow them. This allows to
select something like \this followed by this followed by
this" (not possible in other models). Another feature is
the operation \ words", with returns all (overlapping)
segments formed by consecutive words. This is used
to force results to be of a given size, e.g. \word followed
by word within 5 words" forces the two words to be at
distance ve.
Proximal Nodes has two di erent after/before operations, that can be used to relate any two sets of nodes,
even from di erent hierarchies. A rst one selects elements from a set which are after/before some element
of another set, at a distance of at most . A third argument (another set of nodes) means that both elements
that form the after/before pair must be inside the same
minimal node of the third argument. This allows to say,
for example, \I want all gures preceded by an emphasized text at a distance of 10, being both in the same
section". The other form does not impose a maximum
distance , but selects the nearest candidate node for
each element of the second set.
Lists of References and Tree Matching do not support
distance operations.





O n

( log ): The description of the implementation
of Lists of References suggests this behavior. There
are in fact more costly operations, but they correspond to the more powerful part of the model, that
we are not considering here.

O n



O n

n

k

Almost ( ): Proximal Nodes is linear in most
operations. This is achieved by allowing only operators that relate proximal nodes. The few operations that are not linear in theory are linear in
most practical situations.



n

k

( ): The Hybrid Model, PAT Expressions and
Overlapped Lists are susceptible of a linear implementation, since all results can be put in sequential order and all operations can be implemented
by traversing both sequences.

O n

n

( 2): It is not easy to predict the behavior of
p-strings, but given that there are operations returning ( 2) results, this is the minimum possible
complexity. On the other hand, the times pointed
out in [5] show that the operations are very costly.
O n



Non-polynomial: Tree Matching is even more costly. Although for some good cases it is linear in the
size of the whole database, it is not linear in the size
of intermediate results. For bad cases, the problems are shown to be NP-complete or NP-hard. The
good case is ordered tree inclusion with no logical
variables, which is too restrictive.

It is interesting to observe that object-oriented models applied to this problem lead probably to nonpolynomial costs, since operations are translated into
searching paths in a graph.

5 Conclusions
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